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Cabinets: Tedd Wood Luxury Line
Hardware: Top Knobs
Tile: (backsplash) Arabescato Marble Seaweed Mosaic; (floor) Meteor Rust
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs
Tile: (floor) Castle Combe Cotswolds Hardwood
Location: VA
Cabinets: Fieldstone
Appliances: Fisher Paykel / DCS
Sink: Madeli
Faucet and Pot Filler: Rubinet
Lighting: Livex
Hardware: Top Knobs
Tile: (backsplash) Calacatta Marble
Location: Ashburn, VA

Cabinets: Fieldstone
Appliances: Fisher Paykel
Sink: Madeli
Faucet: Premier
Lighting: Livex
Hardware: Amerock
Tile: (backsplash) Arabescato Marble
Location: Alexandria, VA (Mosaic showroom)
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Hardware: Top Knobs
Lighting: Capital Lighting
Tile: (backsplash) Wooden White 3x12
       Honed Marble
Location: VA
Cabinets: Wellborn
Tile: (backsplash) Decora 3" Droplet Glass Mosaic
Location: Alexandria, VA

Cabinets: Fieldstone
Tile: (backsplash) Genesi 2.5x10.5 Tortora and Fusion Champagne Mosaic; (floor) Efesus 8x16 Pewter Blend
Location: Creighton Farms, VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Tile: (backsplash) Arabescato Marble 3x6
    Brushed, 1x12 Honed Pencil, and 2x12
    Honed Chair Rail
Location: Fairfax Station, VA
Credits: VM Design + Build

Cabinets: Fieldstone
Hardware: Top Knobs Transcend
Floor: US Floors Bristol 7.5" Rustick Oak
    Hardwood Plank
Location: Middleburg, VA
Cabinets: Wellborn
Tile: (backsplash) South Beach 5.25x6.25
White Arabia and Flat Arabesque
Location: Ashburn, VA
Credits: Grace Thomas Designs; David Meaux
Photography

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Appliances: Subzero, Viking, Bosch
Tile: (backsplash) Arabescato 3x12 Marble,
Arabescato Basketweave Mosaic,
Arabescato 1x12 Pencil; (floor) Axi White
Location: Oakton, VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Lighting: Livex Elgin
Hardware: Top Knobs Brixton
Tile: (backsplash) Morning Fog Ogee Highland Mosaic
Location: Oak Hill, VA
Credits: Distinctive Building Group
Cabinets: Wellborn Hanover
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Luxury Line
Tile: (backsplash) Arabescato Seaweed
Marble Mosaic
Location: VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Tile: (backsplash) Genesi 2.5x10.5 Bianco
Location: VA
Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Hardware: Top Knobs Hidra
Faucet: Ultra Faucets Prime
Tile: (backsplash) Havana Jazz
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Hardware: Top Knobs Somerset
Faucet: Graff Canterbury
Tile: (backsplash) Maiolica 3x12 White Crackled
Location: Creighton Farms, VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Hardware: Amerock Westerly
Tile: (backsplash) Maiolica 3x12 White Cracked

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Hardware: Atlas Homewares Browning
Appliances: DCS
Tile: (backsplash) Gray Blend Waterfall Glass Mosaic
Cabinets: Wellborn
Hardware: Atlas Homewares
Tile: (backsplash) Crystal Glass 4x12 Super White; (floor) Texture 24x48 Bianco
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs Ascendra
Tile: (backsplash) Marvel 3x12 Calacatta
Location: VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Atlas Homewares Sleek
Sink: Native Trails Antique Copper
Plumbing: Rubinet R7 Faucet and Genesis Pot Filler
Tile: (backsplash) Cemento 7” Ellis Moonlight, (floor) Atlanta 12x24 Moka
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood (white) and Tedd Wood (navy)
Hardware: Amerock Blackrock
Lighting: Livex Pendants
Plumbing: Rubinet Raven
Tile: (backsplash) Genesi 2.5x10.5 Bianco
Location: VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Location: Creighton Farms, VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Location: Baltimore, MD
Cabinets: Wellborn
Hardware: Top Knobs
Tile: Hyper Klondike Gold
Location: Chantilly, VA

Cabinets: Wellborn
Location: Ashburn, VA
Credits: Revitalize Design
Cabinets: Fieldstone
Tile: Marvel 12x24 and 24x24 Calacatta Polished, Melange Wooden White Mosaic, Marvel Calacatta Chair Rail
Location: Creighton Farms, VA

Cabinets: Wellborn
Tile: Wooden White 12x24 Honed Marble, Resort Relax Blend Mosaic
Location: Loudoun County, VA
Cabinets: Fieldstone
Tile: Wooden White 12x24 Marble, Color Collection 3x6 U072 Snow White Beveled, Winter Mix Linear Mosaic, and Athens Gray Marble 2x2 Mosaic, 1x12 Pencil, and 2x12 Chair Rail
Location: Chantilly, VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs Chalet
Tile: Arabescato Marble in 2” Hexagon Mosaic, 3x6, 6x12, and 18x18 Polished, Alhambra Waterjet Mosaic, 1x2 Blue Celeste Marble Mosaic, Arabescato Chair Rail, Pencil, and Base Molding
Location: VA
Cabinets: Fieldstone
Hardware: Top Knobs Grace
Tile: Titanium Travertine 12x24 Honed
Faucets: Graff Vintage
Location: Chantilly, VA (Mosaic showroom)

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Luxury Line
Tile: Motion 12x24 Ivory
Location: Fairfax, VA
Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs Asbury
Lighting: Capital Lighting Alisa
Plumbing: Santec Klassica and Torrent
Tile: Marvel 12x24 Calacatta Polished, Waterjet
  Ribbon Marble Mosaic, Arabescato 1x12
  Marble Pencil, Arabescato 5/8" Marble
  Polished Mosaic
Location: Creighton Farms, VA
Cabinets: Wellborn
Hardware: Top Knobs
Location: Washington, DC

Cabinets: Fieldstone
Location: Ashburn, VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Location: VA
Credits: Old City Design

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Tile: Elements Twilight Mosaic
Location: MD
Credits: Clarksville Construction
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark  
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark  
Hardware: Atlas Homewares Matte Black  
Flooring: 7x72 Shadow Lake Driftwood Luxury Vinyl Planks  
Location: VA

Cabinets: Wellborn  
Location: Arlington, VA  
Credits: Revitalize Design

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark  
Hardware: Top Knobs Lynwood  
Plumbing: Rubinet H2O and La Salle  
Tile: (backsplash) Marvel Atelier 3x12 Calacatta, Waterjet Ribbon Marble Mosaic, Arabescato Marble 1x12 Pencil and 2x12 Chair Rail  
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark  
Hardware: Amerock Revitalize  
Tile: (backsplash) Cromia 2.5x10 Beige 1  
Location: VA
Cabinets: Wellborn  
Tile: Antique Mirror 3x8 Beveled Glass  
Location: VA

Cabinets: Landmark  
Location: Creighton Farms, VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors  
Location: VA

Cabinets: Wellborn  
Hardware: Top Knobs  
Location: Washington, DC
Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Tile: Axi Brown
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Tile: Cararra Marble
Location: NC

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Tile: Mood Tulip Deco
Location: MD

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Location: VA
Cabinets: Wellborn
Tile: Color Collection 3x6 U081 White Ice
Location: Fairfax, VA

Cabinets: Landmark
Location: Springfield, VA

Cabinets: Wellborn
Location: Fairfax, VA

Cabinets: Fieldstone
Location: Fairhaven Homes, VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Faucet: Graff Bali
Tile: Outback 2x4 Ciaro Split Face
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Location: VA
Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Location: NC

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Hardware: Top Knobs Chareau
Faucets: Ultra Faucets Z Collection
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Luxury Line
Tile: (backsplash) Elegance Kaky Tumbled Mosaic; (floor) Ready To Wear 12x24 AV318 Hats Off
Location: VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Faucet: Ultra Faucets Euro
Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Location: Creighton Farms, VA

Cabinets: Landmark
Location: Fairfax Station, VA
Credits: VM Design + Build

Cabinets: Tedd Wood Landmark
Location: Creighton Farms, VA

Cabinets: Tedd Wood
Hardware: Top Knobs
Tile: Marvel Calacatta in 12x24 and 1-3/8" Mosaic, Simpatico 12x24 Organic Gloss, Elements Polar Linear Mosaic Accent
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Tile: Marvel Stone 12x24 Carrara Pure
Location: VA

Cabinets: Kitchen Cabinet Distributors
Hardware: Top Knobs
Location: MD